SUMMARY This report investigates the effect of migration on the familial aggregation of BP. Subjects are from the Tokelau Island Migrant Study, a collaboratire multidisdpllnary study focusing on the changes in blood pressure (BP) and other variables important in cardiovascular disease that occur as a consequence of migration from an atoll homeland in the South Pacific to New Zealand. The study is unique in that the population was surveyed before migration was completed and in that both the nonmigrant population (In Tokelau) and the migrant population (in New Zealand) hare been subject to a longitudinal follow-up. Differences between the migrant and nonmigrant populations were evaluated in terms of their deviation from the premigrant population. Migrants showed a considerable increase in the prevalence of hypertension, and a less marked shift in mean BP. Apart from male systolic Mood pressures (SBP), the influence of migration on the age distribution of BP was too complex to be characterized by an overall degree of elevation. For male SBP, migrants exhibited an average elevation of 10 mm Hg compared to nonmigrants. The distribution of concomitant variables was also evaluated in the three populations and found to be similar. Obesity, which (s increased in the migrants, is clearly a factor in their elevated BP, but in male migrants the increased BP appears to be due to other factors as well.
O NE of the critical issues facing epidemiolocenturies. In the study of blood pressure (BP), the fungists investigating the etiological factors damental problem is the identification of casual facinfluencing common diseases is the tors that influence the well-known familial aggregaseparation of genetic and environmental factors. This tion of BP in both children and adults in a variety of issue, which is only now being tackled in a coordinated populations. 1 While genetic factors can produce corfashion by epidemiologists and geneticists, 1 is esrelations between the BP of relatives, so can the inpecially important in cardiovascular disease where fluence of the familial background in which an infamilial aggregation has been noted for the past two dividual's BP develops, especially if the familial background predisposes to a marked correlation of 7 I ! " f c . observed, most studies that attempt to evaluate the magnitude of genetic effects analyze data from a single human population in only one environment and thus must necessarily fail to identify casual relationships. The minimal experimental requirement is that identifiable genotypes be distributed across different, and distinguishable, environments. For surveys on human populations, this is a difficult requirement, since it requires identification of the appropriate elements of the familial background as well as a set of related individuals distributed across two distinct environments that cause marked differences in mean BP. The Tokelau study is one of the very few epidemiological studies so far attempted that fulfills these rather stringent criteria, to some degree. It has long been recognized that studies of migrant populations contribute to our understanding of the interrelationships between environmental factors that influence BP changes and cardiovascular disease, particularly if the premigrant population is studied. 4 "* With the knowledge that Polynesians experience a substantial increase in the prevalence of hypertension as they adjust from a traditional society to a Western one, 710 the migration of Tokelauans from their atoll homeland, 300 miles north of Samoa, to New Zealand warranted epidemiological investigation. Since the extensive pedigrees in this society can be used to construct measures of genetic relationship for all living individuals, the genetic relationship between individuals living in the two environments can be specified. Because of this, the study formally satisfied the minimal requirements of a quasi-experimental study design in genetic epidemiology, 11 as advocated by Kempthome. 8 
Study Design
The initial impetus for the Tokelau Island Migrant Study 1 ' stemmed from the realization that an increased migration of Tokelauans to New Zealand was about to occur in 1967-68 because of a disastrous hurricane in their homeland in 1966. A study was accordingly formulated to investigate the consequences of this impending migration on the prevalence of hypertension and other risk factors for cardiovascular disease. The main concern has been to investigate the interaction between environmental change, the accumulation of sociocultural stress, and the rise in BP, obesity, and other cardiovascular disease risk factors in the migrants.
The first detailed survey of the adult Tokelau population began in 1968, with a focus on the atoll of Fakaofo; intensive anthropological field work occurred soon after. 18 " 16 These initial surveys confirmed that Tokelauans on their traditional atolls were similar to the traditional, atoll-dwelling Pukapukans, 8 -10 which suggested that a major change in the distribution of cardiovascular risk factors could be expected as a consequence of the migration to New Zealand. A follow-up study in 1971 collected data from the other two atolls, Nuicunonu and Atafu. The data from these initial surveys essentially define the "premigrant" population, even though some migration had already occurred.
'
1S One important result of the premigrant survey was the demonstration that individuals who would subsequently migrate and those who would not had similar age-specific values for height, weight, casual urinary sodium and potassium concentration, and serum cholesterol, triglyceride, and uric acid levels. 11 Blood pressures were slightly higher in young premigrant males, but this was reversed in older males. Hence, there was no "bias" in the migration of high-risk individuals from the traditional atoll society to New Zealand, either with respect to cardiovascular variables 1 *- 18 or other disease conditions." Following the survey of the premigTant population in 1968-71, the migrant population in New Zealand has now been examined twice, once in 1972-73 and once in 1975-77, while the nonmigrant population has been examined in 1976. Follow-up studies on the migrants are planned for 1980-81 and in 1981 for the nonmigrant population. In this way, a comprehensive longitudinal file will be built up documenting the response to migration. This forms the basic epidemiological data from which we will attempt to evaluate the influence of genetic factors in determining BP, serum lipid levels, and similar risk factors in the new environment.
The genetic component was first initiated in 1972 with an attempt to link the geneological information from the atoll of Atafu into a single file. This was successful, and the resulting pedigree was analyzed for inbreeding levels over 10 generations. 18 With this demonstration of the feasibility of determining coefficients of genetic relationship for the whole population, a single pedigree involving some 8000 individuals was then constructed to form the genetic links between all living Tokelauans. To determine the accuracy of pedigree information, genetic markers were collected on a subset of the population, and the distribution of allele frequencies at 14 polymorphic loci indicated that the three constituent atolls formed a single genetically homogeneous population. 10 Anthropometries were also collected on the same subset, to document those changes in growth that influence the distribution of obesity and morphology and thus cause BP changes. Hence, our present study constitutes a set of genetically related individuals living in two environments, and in whom changes in cardiovascular parameters will be monitored for over 1 decade, and thus can be viewed as one example of a quasi-experimental design in genetic epidemiology.
Population
Tokelau society now comprises some 4000 individuals split into two components; the migrant population, which comprises about 60% of the total, is distributed mainly in three centers of the North Island of New Zealand. 10 The remaining nonmigrant component is distributed in the three homeland atolls, with Fakaofo having the largest population (42% of the nonmigrants) and Nukunonu the smallest (24%). The nonmigrant population essentially lives in three villages, one village to each atoll. Each atoll/village can be viewed as a traditional Polynesian society with a complex interlocking web of relationship linking the individuals within each unique unit. 18 u -" Contacts between the atoll/village populations are only intermittent from a sociocultural perspective but have been sufficiently extensive that a single, genetically homogeneous, population now results as indicated by analysis of gene frequencies. 10 The contrast between the ecologically limited environment of Tokelau, with its complex tapestry of sociocultural ties uniting individuals in each village, and the environment of New Zealand urban centers where the migrants live, could scarcely be more striking. 15 -*°C omparison of migrants with nonmigrants after only 5 years of migration indicates considerable changes in a variety of biomedical parameters. 18 For example, early morning urinary sodium concentrations are considerably elevated, indicating a much freer use of salt in the diet. Fasting semm triglyccrides have also changed in the migrants, with the mean level rising in both sexes, irrespective of age. In addition, a marked peak in triglyceride levels now exist at age 55 for males (180 mg/dl) and age 45 for females (200 mg/dl), where none previously existed. While this change is presumably due to the higher carbohydrate intake of the new environment, it might be noted that these levels are still below those found in the New Zealand Maori, who represent a Polynesian population with extensive exposure to urbanized western society.
As predicted, BP is elevated in the migrants, with the amount of social interaction with non-Tokelauans contributing a small but significant increment. 1 1 This finding indicates the need for a more detailed analysis of social interactions in the family environment and tends to vindicate the concerns for evaluating the consequences of psychosocial stress that often follows migration. 4 '* The BP response of migrant children appears more marked for the children aged 5-9 years than those aged 10-14 years.**-u In addition, increased values for fasting semm cholesterol and triglycerides are observed for migrants of all ages, and fasting serum glucose is elevated in adult migrants. In general, the epidemiological studies to date indicate that the migrant Tokelau population is responding rapidly to the environmental change, which will provide an opportunity to assess the influence of genotype-environment interactions in the changing profile of cardiovascular risk parameters.
Influence of Migration
To evaluate the effect that migration has had on the familial aggregation of BP, and the genetic interpretation of this, the changes in BP and concomitant variables must first be documented. Only then can the changes in familial aggregation be placed in perspective. The effects of migration will be assessed by comparing the data from the 1968-71 survey in Tokelau ("premigrant" population) with the 1975-77 survey in New Zealand (migrant population) and the 1976 Tokelau survey (nonmigrant population). Previously, we have shown that in the "premigrant" population there are two distinct developmental phases in the distribution of BP by age; that important concomitant variables such as percent fat, weight, and cholesterol vary by developmental phase of BP and sex; and that the familial aggregation of weight and relative weight is not the underlying cause for the familial aggregation of BP. 11 The same kind of relationships needs to be evaluated in the nonmigrant and the migrant populations, before embarking on the genetic analysis.
Migration and Increase in Hypertension
Before comparing the familial aggregation of BP in the three populations, the effect of migration on the overall distribution of BP must be/gauged. One such measure is the prevalence of borderline and definite hypertension in the three populations, for adults in the age range 30-70+ years. The prevalence of definite hypertension in migrant males is consistently higher than in nonmigrant males, across all age groups. For migrants, the total prevalence is 9.9% using the systolic cutoff (^ 160 mm Hg) and 14.8% using the diastolic cutoff (^ 95 mm Hg), whereas in the nonmigrants these figures are only 4.0% and 3.7% respectively. The increase in definite hypertension is considerably greater for males in the age groups 40-59 years. As indicated in table 1, the inclusion of borderline hypertension makes the comparison even more dramatic, with a two-to fourfold difference in prevalence rates between migrants and nonmigrants.
For females, the difference is not so dramatic, but, as indicated in table 1, the migrant adult females have higher rates of borderline plus definite hypertension than nonmigrants and premigrants, except after age 70 years. If the prevalence of definite hypertension only is considered, the differences are less clear cut, though the total prevalence is still highest in migrants.
Overall, it is clear that migrants tend to have somewhat higher prevalence rates of hypertension, either definite or borderline plus definite (table 1) than nonmigrants. The intermediate position of the premigrants with respect to their BP distribution is clearly seen in figure 1 . Here, the mean BP is graphed by 1-year (5-19 years) and 5-year (20+ years) age groups for males and females for both SBP and DBP. In males, SBP is clearly elevated in migrants of all ages while DBP is elevated in adults. The premigrant and nonmigrant populations show little separation, with the nonmigrants tending to have lower BP, especially for DBP in the children. For females, the comparison of trends is less clear, with the mean BP of the migrants not being consistently higher. Of some note is the high DBP in young premigrant females (and to a lesser extent young premigrant males). Clearly, the effect of migration in the distribution of BP has not been a simple one, and the initial comparison of means between migrant and nonmigrant children"-M should be interpreted with caution. Most significant for the genetic epidemiological study is the observation that the impact of migration appears to have exerted a larger effect on the change in prevalence rates of hypertension than on the change in mean BP. This is consistent with a subpopulation of individuals experiencing a rapid elevation in BP as a consequence of the migration. Whether this is due to migration of some individuals genetically predisposed to experience a BP elevation or due to nonrandom distribution of environmental risk factors can only be clarified by further study.
Comparison of BP Distribution with Age between Migrants and Nonmigrants
To assess the overall difference in BP between migrants and nonmigrants, the age relationships have to be considered. The original demonstration of two distinct linear age trends in the premigrant population 11 could not be made in the postmigrant population. Accordingly, a polynomial regression was obtained that gave the best fitting equation for the migrant and nonmigrant population, separately by sex, for individuals aged 5 years and over. Since a fifth order polynomial gave a significantly better fit than a third order polynomial, this was used for the analysis of covariance. The results, given in table 2, indicated that for male SBP the shape of the age distribution was similar in both migrant and nonmigrant populations. This common shape allowed testing of the difference in the age-adjusted means. The difference between the two curves was statistically significant (table 2) and corresponds to an average difference of approximately 10 mm Hg.
For male DBP and female SBP and DBP, the migrant and nonmigrant populations have significantly different shapes in the distribution of BP by age (table 2) . Hence, for these variables it is not possible to characterize the difference between migrants and nonmigrants by an overall increase due to migration, as can be done for male SBP. Instead, differences have to be evaluated separately by age groups, as in table 1 and figure 1.
Since it has been suggested that the BP difference between migrants and nonmigrants might be due solely to differences in obesity," this was also evaluated by the following procedure. By use of the established relationships between BP, age, sex, atoll of origin, and weight in the premigrants, 11 z scores were calculated for premigrants, nonmigrants, and migrants (i.e., the premigrant multiple regression equations were used for all three populations so that comparison to a common standard could be made). Differences between premigrant and postmigrant scores reflect changes in BP subsequent to migration standardized by sex, atoll of origin, and changes in age and weight. The z scores for adult male migrants were significantly greater than their counterparts, indicating that the rise in both SBP and DBP in adult male migrants is greater than that predicted by the increase in weight. This result was not seen in adult females, indicating that the BP rise in migrant adult females is likely to be entirely attributable to increases in weight. For adult nonmigrant males, the z scores were lower than the premigrant z scores, as was the case for young females (both migrant and nonmigrant), indicating an apparent BP drop relative to weight gain. Although there are problems in using the premigrant regressions to construct standardized z scores (because they do not accurately reflect the relationship between BP and concomitant variables in the migrant and nonmigrant populations -see below), these results indicate that the BP changes subsequent to migration cannot be attributed solely to changes in weight, except perhaps for adult females. In some instances, the BP increase is substantially greater than that predicted on the basis of the increase in weight (adult migrant males); in other cases the situation is reversed (young females and adult nonmigrant males).
Influence of Migration on the Relationship of Concomitant Variables
Since the influence of migration is complex in terms of its effect on BP, it is likely that the relationship of concomitant variables with BP will also change with migration. Since height (a measure of growth) is the major concomitant variable for individuals in the juvenile phase of BP measures, 11 we have restricted attention to adults. For comparison with our earlier study, we have restricted attention to the six concomitant variables used previously: 11 height; per cent fat (defined on the basis of skinfold measurements -see table 3); weight; body mass or Quetelet index (weight/height) 1 ); fasting serum cholesterol and age. Most of these variables are well known to exert an influence on BP, except perhaps cholesterol, which in this instance is best regarded as a surrogate marker for dietary factors.
The analysis was by stepwise multiple regression, with the variables entering in the above order as displayed in table 3 (for SBP and DBP) -i.e., height first and age last. The increases in R s values are tabulated, since they indicate the relative amount of BP variability associated with each variable, after controlling for the previous variables in the equation. This allows comparison across populations. Overall, there is a clear increase in the amount of variability of BP accounted for by the regression, in both males and females, from the premigrant population to the migrant population. As indicated in table 3, the patterns of the stepwise regression on the concomitants are similar for all three populations evaluated by sex and SBP or DBP. Overall, after controlling for height and percent body fat, weight is more important in predicting BP in females (additional R s of 7%-16%) than males (additional R* < 4%), with the subsequent effect of body mass only being important in migrant females (additional R a of 4%). This indicates that, in males, the consequence of "obesity" on BP can be evaluated in terms of body fat, while, in females,"size" (as measured by weight and body mass) should be included. In this context it should be noted that the additional R* associated with body fat tends to be greater in the migrants in all comparisons. Holding morphological factors (weight, fat, body mass) constant, we find that the relative influence of dietary factors, as indicated by cholesterol values, is small (additional R 1 of less than 5%). In all cases, the association of BP with age remains after controlling for morphological and physiological factors, as previously established. 11 The percentage of additional variance related to age is greater for SBP (additional R 2 of 6%-19%) than for DBP (additional R 1 less than 5%), especially for females.
The substantial portion of the residual variance associated with age could be partly due to the lack of inclusion of a specific variable that influences BP and changes with age, aside from the five other variables used here. It could also be due to the changing relationship of BP to these five concomitants by age. For the four arbitrary age groupings (5-19, 20-39, 40-59, 60-79 years), the relationship between BP and weight is different. For the populations living in the atoll environment (premigrant and nonmigrant), the correlation between age-standardized BP (SBP or DBP) and weight steadily increases for the first three age groups. For migrants, the highest correlation is observed for young adults (20-39 years), which is also the case for the correlation of age-standardized BP and percent fat, but in all three populations.
The overall conclusion from these analyses is that migration has tended to increase the association of BP with "obesity" (as that is measured by % body fat, weight, and body mass), and this effect has occurred relatively rapidly. Despite the marked change in dietary patterns, their influence on BP as measured by changes in cholesterol levels seems to be small.
Migration and Familial Aggregation of Blood Pressure
Having determined the overall effect of migration on BP and the influence of concomitant variables, we will now compare the familial aggregation of BP for each of the three populations. Previously we have shown significant familial aggregation in families where the offspring are in the juvenile phase of BP measures 11 -" as well as in families with offspring in the adult phase. 11 We shall retain the distinction between the two types of families, to complete the subsequent analysis. "Juvenile families" are defined by having all measured offspring in the juvenile phase of BP (5-17 years for male SBP, 5-13 years otherwise) while "adult families" have all measured offspring above these ages. Familial aggregation is measured by intraclass correlations" for offspring-offspring relationships, and interclass correlations" for parentoffspring relationships. These are calculated so that differing sibship sizes are accounted for. Comparison of the relative degree of familial aggregation of BP for "adult families" is presented in table 4. There is an appreciable increase in the amount of familial aggregation of SBP displayed by the migrant population, while for DBP, migrant and non-migrant populations are less distinct. For both SBP and DBP, the degree of familial aggregation is least in the premigrant population.
Thus, for the adult families, the event of migration has increased the level of familial aggregation compared to the premigrant state, with the migrants showing the greatest change for SBP. Since this is contrary to the influence of a randomly distributed environmental change, it appears that the changes consequent upon migration have occurred at the level of the family. This could be due to greater interfamily diversity in seeking out new environments, which seems unlikely, or could be due to certain families being predisposed to more extreme changes in BP and related concomitant variables than is experienced by the average Tokelauan. This could occur because of a predisposing familial background or because of genetic susceptibility to environmental change.
For the juvenile families, a rather different situation arises (table 4) . Here, migration has not generally enhanced familial aggregation but instead has appreciably altered the pattern of familial correlations. The high correlations observed between mother-son and mother-daughter in the premigrant population are not seen in the migrant population, and the sibling correlations show similar changes. This indicates that, for juveniles, the factors influencing BP change subsequent to migration do not tend to cluster in families. Instead, they seem to be somewhat randomly distributed and, given the marked changes in the distribution of obesity and fat patterning in migrant children," striking and somewhat unpredictable changes in growth may exert the greatest influence on the juvenile population.
While the overall pattern of familial correlations presented in table 4 is necessary for the subsequent path analysis, summary correlations are a convenient way of evaluating the overall effect of migration on familial aggregation (table 5). These statistics indicate that environmental change may have a profound effect on the level of familial aggregation of BP. It seems likely that, for variables such as BP which are influenced by patterns of growth in juveniles, any kind of shift in environments associated with changes in growth rates will disrupt the normal influence of familial background and genetic factors. For adults, the reverse may occur, as is indicated here, with familial aggregation being enhanced either because of increasing heterogeneity of family environments or because of familial predisposition to change. One consequence of these observations is that they indicate the general lack of information about causality when familial aggregation in BP is compared from one population to another. The same problem arises in attempting to partition out the relative influence of genetic and environmental factors, although a partial solution is to use the technique of path analysis, as indicated below.
Changes in the Relative Contribution of Genetic Factors to Blood Pressure as a
Consequence of Migration To estimate the relative magnitude of genetic and sociocultural factors as they influence BP in the three populations, two important aspects of the previous analyses have to be taken into account. First, the variety of environmental factors that, directly or indirectly, influence BP, have to be identified; this can be done to some extent by utilizing the results of the multiple regression equations developed previously so that gross environmental variability can be standardized within and between populations. Obviously a direct measurement of environmental factors would be desirable, but the use of physiological and morphological concomitant variables as surrogate markers for unmeasured environmental factors is a fairly satisfactory procedure. Since BP is related to age and we are only interested in the components of variability other than age, it is clear that age standardization of BP is mandatory before carrying out the genetic analysis.
Second, the patterns of familial correlations revealed in table 4 must be accounted for in a consistent way by the analytic procedure. It should be recalled that correlations between the BP of relatives will be partly due to the influence of genetic factors and partly due to the influence of shared factors in the family background (this will include behavioral patterns, dietary patterns, attitudes toward weight, etc., as well as the more direct effects of the "biological" environment in which the family lives).
Since the expected contribution of genetic factors to the correlations is the same for identical types of genetic relationship, the large differences between father-son correlations compared to mother-son correlations, brother-brother compared to sister-sister correlations, etc. (table 4) indicate a non-uniform distribution of the influence of environmental factors (including familial background) within the nuclear family. (Here, we assume that the effects of X-linked genes are negligible and can be set to zero). For this reason, we cannot take a simple function of the observed correlations in table 4 (or the summary correlations in table 5), such as twice the parent-offspring correlations, to estimate heritability (the relative influence of genetic factors on the observed variance of BP), as is often done. Instead, we need to seek a consistent estimate of the relative contribution of genetic factors and familial background to the observed variability in BP, in such a manner that it also provides a sufficient explanation of the observed pattern of correlations. This can be done by the method of path analysis, which also allows us to account for the influences of the environmental factors mentioned above.
Path analysis, first devised by Wright, 19 is a method whereby sets of observed correlations of variables (e.g., BP) are equated to a function of partial regression coefficients of the variable on the underlying factor (e.g., genetic, etc.). The squares of these partial regression coefficients are often termed "coefficients of determination" when used in such a model, since they indicate the relative contribution of the underlying factor (genetic, familial background) to the observed variance of the character being considered. This technique has been increasingly used in genetic epidemiology, 80 especially to elucidate the relative influence of genetic and sociocultural factors on cardiovascular risk factors, such as BP studied in an epidemiological setting.
11 '" For example, upon observing the correlation in BP between father and son, we wish to equate this to a function of the partial regression coefficients (path coefficients) of BP on genetic factors (h) and of BP on the influence of family background (c).
To obtain the genetic component of the equation, we multiply together the following set of path coefficients: the effect of the father's genotype on his BP (h); the probability that the father transmits specific genes to his son (1/2); the effect of the son's genotype on his BP (hz). Similarly, for the component attributable to familial background, we multiply the following path coefficients: effect of father's familial background on his BP (c); the correlation between the father's familial bcackground and the son's familial background (r FS ) -note this is the sum of the direct effect of the father's familial background on his son's (f FS ) plus the indirect effect mediated through the correlation of the father's familial background with the mother's (f M s*u); the effect of the son's familial background on his BP (cy). These "paths" can be traced in figure 2 . We can represent the expected correlation between the BP of father and son by the following equation:
where r^ = f FS + fMs *u. Since we are also interested in correlations between familial backgrounds, it is necessary to set up an index of the Unobservable familial background in terms of the relevant observable concomitant variables. This is done by multiple regression of age-standardized BP on weight, percent fat, cholesterol (in adults), and atoll of origin, the latter concomitant being used to accommodate subtle sociocultural factors. 11 This regression equation is used to derive a set of estimates of the phenotype (BP) for each individual. These form the measured index of the unobservable familial background. The path coefficients I F and i s for father and son respectively measure the adequacy of this regression in predicting familial background as it influences BP (C F , Cs). The expected correlation between the indices of father and son is seen to be E [r(I F ,I 8 )] = i F T FS 'i sBy simple extension of these ideas, the full set of relationships between the observed BP and indices of familial background in members of nuclear families can be set up as indicated in figure 2 . This path diagram summarizes the full set of interrelationships between path coefficients and observed correlations, and can be used to find a function of coefficients that specify any observed correlation. The diagram also serves to embody the particular assumptions of our model, namely: that mating is at random with respect to the distribution of genetic relationship in the population, as previously indicated;
10 that phenotype of parents do not influence familial background of offspring except indirectly through parents' background; that the influence of the familial background of the mother on the familial background of the son is not identical to the father-son relationship, and so on.
By inspection of the path diagram in figure 2 , it can be seen that there are a total of 13 parameters to be accounted for. By contrast, 34 separate correlations can be observed between BP values, indices, and BP and index, with each correlation being written as a function of the 13 underlying parameters. The resulting set of equations is solved simultaneously using a minimum chi-square procedure giving estimates of the parameters and a goodness of fit chi square with 21 degrees of freedom. The analysis was carried out separately for "adult families" and "juvenile families" as defined previously, and the results as they pertain to the coefficients of determination for genetic factors and familial background presented in table 6 .
For the adult families, it is clear that the relative influence of genetic factors and familial background are rather similar in all three populations, a rather striking finding, given the marked environmental shift experienced by the migrants living in New Zealand. In fact, the overall degree of SBP determination (genetic plus familial background), under the model assumptions, is consistently greater for parents than offspring. For SBP, the level of determination in offspring is somewhat greater in migrants (58%) than nonmigrants (43%) or premigrants (34%) but similar in parents (54%-58%). For DBP, the level of determination in adult migrant offspring is greater than the premigrant populations, but for the parents is somewhat less; nonmigrants have levels of determination more similar to the migrants than premigrants. In terms of the relative contribution of genetic factors compared to familial background, this is approximately equivalent in all populations. However, it will be noted that the ratio, average genetic determination/average familial background determination (which is never less than one), tends to be highest for the migrant population, despite the greater environmental pertubation faced by this group.
For the juvenile families (table 6) the pattern is quite different. Here, in the original premigrant population the influence of genetic factors far exceeds the influence of familial background for both SBP and DBP. For the postmigrant populations, this was not the case, largely due to the marked decrease in the influence of genetic factors on BP in the juvenile offspring -a finding that is consistent with the widespread shifts in growth found in the migrant children.
2 * It will also be noted that the overall degree of determination (genetic plus familial background) is considerably less in the families with juvenile offspring than for families with adult offspring. This indicates that the ability to partition out the components-of determination of BP is markedly reduced for juvenile individuals who have rather labile BP measurements because of variability in growth.
The overall result of the path analysis suggests the following:
1. In juveniles, the process of growth and development make BP measurements sufficiently labile that partitioning of the observed variability into underlying components of determination will result in a significantly large fraction of the variation unaccounted for. 2. Migration and similar large shifts in the distribution of environmental variables tend to cause an even greater decrease in the degree of determination for juveniles, especially genetic determinations. This suggests that genetic influences on BP tend to be masked by the phenomenon of growth, especially in the face of environmental perturbation. 3. The relative contribution of genetic influences and the influence of familial background on the distribution of BP is roughly equivalent in adult families, even when an environmental shift occurs. 4. The effect of migration on adults appears to increase the total degree of determination of BP indicating that familial background and genetic factors are not obscured by the major environmental shifts, but rather the reverse. The increased degree of genetic determination in the migrant adults indicates that a subpopulation of genetically predisposed "responders" to the new environment may account for part of the overall response to migration, as is also suggested by the analysis of concomitant variables.
Discussion
At the outset it should be stressed that what has been termed "genetic heritability" above, cannot be equated with causation. While the confounding effects of environmental factors and familial background have been taken care of to some extent by the technique of path analysis, the resulting estimates are still relative to the gene pool and environment being analyzed. This is abundantly clear by considering table 6, where there is an appreciable drop in the estimate of genetic heritability for the nonmigrant juvenile families. Since many of these individuals are the same individuals who demonstrated a high degree of genetic heritability as premigrants, it is clear that the shift must be attributable to a changing impact of environmental factors rather than to any absolute change in gene action.
Even so, it seems reasonable to conclude that in adult families genetic factors do play an important role in influencing the distribution of BP in the Tokelau population in the traditional environment and in the new "migrant" environment. As previously noted above, this is enhanced by migration. Whether this enhancement is due to genetic differences in the response to the new environment must await the further analysis of relatives living in different environments. It should be noted that, since the overall level of determination given by the path analysis in the adult families is rather high, it seems likely that an adequate analysis of genotypic response can be achieved by controlling for the concomitant variables identified in table 3. With the inherent physiological variability of BP, it is doubtful that levels of determination will ever be much higher than 60%-65% as observed in this data. Hence, the influence of sociocultural factors is likely to be mediated largely through their influence on body fat and body mass. By contrast, it is clear that the factors influencing the BP distribution in "juvenile families" cannot be so neatly partitioned out. This appears most likely to be due to the effects that environmental changes have on growth patterns and the subsequent effects on the BP distribution. Given the marked shift in the degree of determination of BP in juvenile nonmigrants, where no major environmental shift is noted, it is clear that careful analysis of longitudinal data on juveniles within a familial context is necessary to discriminate between the effects of genetic factors and familial background.
To conclude, we reemphasize the preliminary nature of this experimental study design. The experiment was to measure the influence of environmental variables on BP in groups of genetically related individuals who live in very different environments after a major migration. Thus far, the preliminary analysis has dealt with only 5 years of response. This is probably too short a time to detect genotypeenvironment interactions that influence physiological parameters to cause an increase in the development of cardiovascular disease. However, the preliminary findings suggest that genetic factors may play an important role in the manifestation of cardiovascular parameters such as BP when the environment changes. Familial background is also of extreme importance, which indicates the necessity of a careful sociocultural study in the premigrant environment so that determinants of familial background can be identified before migration. Once migration has occurred for some time, the distribution of overall response to migration between families will be confounded with the familial background effect.
Further analysis of the distribution of response variables within pedigrees over time will be required to determine whether the apparent genetic effect that is influencing the BP distribution in the new environment is predominantly polygenic or involves a major locus. Although it is dangerous to generalize from the experience of a single population (characterized by a unique gene pool), the findings to date imply that suitable studies of other populations experiencing environmental change might also reveal the importance of genotypes in determining risk for cardiovascular disease. 
